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1. Choose a Faction

Each player chooses a faction to play and 
takes the corresponding Units, Battle Dice 
and Faction Cards of that faction’s color. The 
English factions include the blue Housecarl 
and the green Thegns. The Viking factions 
include the black Norsemen and the red 
Berserkers.

When playing with fewer than four people, 
one or more players will control multiple 
factions of one side.

All factions must be played.

3. Reinforcement Stockpiles
All players’ remaining Units are placed in 
front of them and form their Reinforcement 
Stockpiles. 

English Housecarl
12 Blue Faction Cards (01-12)

20 Blue Housecarl Units
2 Blue Housecarl Battle Dice

English Thegn
12 Green Faction Cards (01-12)

40 Green Thegn Units
3 Green Thegn Battle Dice

5. Place Additional Units
Each English faction places 4 additional 
Units of its color in any Shire(s).

6. The Fyrd
Shuffle the 16 yellow Fyrd Cards and place 
them next to the 10 yellow Fyrd Units, and 2 
yellow Battle Dice near the English players.

4. English Unit Setup
Some Shires on the map are marked with 
colored ‘Unit’ icons on top of a circle, which 
represent the game setup for the English 
Units. Populate the map Shires with the 
corresponding colored Units. After setup, 
these symbols are not used in the game. 
Ex: The English place 1   in the shire of 
LECACÆTIR (Chester). 

2. Cards
Each of the four factions prepares a Draw 
Deck made up of Faction Cards 01-12. Each 
player shuffles their Draw Deck and draws 3 
cards, which they may look at. 
Each faction’s Draw Deck consists of 12 
customized cards; 6 Movement, 1 Truce and 
5 Event Cards. If a player holds only Event 
Cards (identified by the scroll symbol at the 
top left of the card), show them to the other 
players, shuffle them back into their Draw 
Deck, then draw three new cards.
Allied players may show each other their 
cards at any time in order to discuss and 
coordinate their actions.

GAME SETUP

Kingdoms
England is divided into four Kingdoms, 
each with its own color background. 
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7. Round Pawn & Alfred’s Army Token
Place the Round Pawn on space 1 and the 
Alfred’s Token on space 5 of the Round Track. 

8. Turn Markers
Place the red, blue, and green Turn Markers 
(the dice with blank faces) into the bag. The 
Black Turn Marker is placed on the first Turn 
space, since the Norsemen player begins 
the game by taking their Turn first.

10. Alfred the Great
Place Alfred the Great’s Card and his Leader 
token next to the Invasion Deck.

11. Viking Control Markers
Place one Viking Control Marker on each 
Victory Track space.

Before the first game you should carefully push 
the Leader tokens into their plastic stands.

9. Viking Invasion Setup

Viking Invasion Cards are marked on their 
back with an A, B, or C. Shuffle the three 
B and three C cards separately. Place the 
B cards on top of the C cards to form the 
Invasion Deck. The A card is placed face 
up in front of the Viking Players to show 
that Halfdan’s Great Heathen Host will be 
invading during the first Round. As listed, the 
17 black Norsemen and 8 red Berserker Units 
are placed on the card.

Ex: The Vikings place 17   and 8   cubes                     
on Halfdan’s Great Heathen Host.

Place Halfdan’s Leader token, which matches 
the symbol and picture on the A Invasion 
Card, with the card. Place all unused Leaders 
next to the Invasion Deck.

Viking Norsemen
12 Black Faction Cards (01-12)

40 Black Norsemen Units
3 Black Norsemen Battle Dice

Viking Berserkers
12 Red Faction Cards (01-12)

20 Red Berserker Units
2 Red Berserker Battle Dice

Shires
Each white outlined area 
represents a Shire that 
may be occupied by Units.

Seas
There are four seas that are 
separated by land or by a blue line. 
Which sea a Viking Army may invade 
from is stated on each Invasion Card.
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 GAME OVERVIEW 

 HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET 

The year is 866. For the past 75 years, Viking raiding parties from Norway and Denmark have terrorized the coasts of England 
with ‘hit and run’ attacks. The treasures and stories gained from these attacks have allowed the Norsemen to raise huge hosts 
of eager men seeking glory and riches. These armies now stand poised to thunder across England where they will settle and 
farm the fertile land they conquer. The divided English kingdoms are unprepared for this impending onslaught. The Vikings are 
coming!

In ‘878 Vikings’, players control the invading Vikings or the English nobles who are trying to withstand the invasion. Viking 
players either play as Norsemen Viking freemen or as the fearless Viking shock troops known as Berserkers. The English play 
as the Housecarls, the Kings’ household troops, or as the Thegns who were regional noble Leaders. The English players will also 
be able to call up the peasant levies, called the Fyrd, to defend their cities.

Players for each side work together in order to coordinate their strategies. Each side attempts to control Cities on the map to 
win. The English start the game controlling all of England but a Viking Leader will invade from the sea almost every Round. The 
English players raise reinforcements from cities they control, while the Vikings must wait for a new invasion for reinforcements. 
The game ends when the Treaty of Wedmore is called; the side controlling the most cities at the end wins the game.

Setup (Pages 2-3)  To help you learn the rules, it is suggested that you first setup the game. Several game 
terms are introduced during setup, so it is important that you read all of the setup boxes.

Rules (Pages 5-11)  The Game Overview section describes the basic flow of the game and the Phases that 
make up a Round. The rest of the rule’s sections are split into the game’s five Phases. 
While the Leadership Phase occurs before the Movement Phase and the Battle Phase, 
the Leadership Phase is taught last because it is first necessary for you to understand 
how general movement and battles work.

Examples will often accompany the game’s rules and appear as red text.

Notes appear in blue text to provide rule insights and to reinforce important rules.
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1.0 Rounds and Turns 

The game is played for up to 7 Rounds. During each Round, 
all four faction players will take a Turn in random order.

At the beginning of each Round, all four Turn Cubes are 
placed into the Draw Bag. Next, a Turn Cube is blindly drawn 
from the bag and placed on the ‘1st Turn’ space of the Turn 
Track. The color drawn denotes which faction’s Turn it is. 
This faction completes its Turn before the next Turn Cube 
is drawn from the bag and placed on the next Turn space.

Note: In the first Round, the Norsemen always go first, so 
the Black Turn Cube is drawn and placed on the ‘1st Turn’ 
Space during setup.

Once all Turn Cubes have been drawn and all the faction 
players have had their Turn, the Round ends. The Turn Dice 
are placed back into the Draw Bag and the Round Pawn is 
advanced to the next Round space on the Round Track and 
a new Round begins.

1.1 Game End Check 

At the end of each Round, the game end conditions must be 
checked (7.0, 7.1).

1.2 Turn Sequence 

A drawn Turn Cube designates which faction takes its Turn 
next. The person that controls this faction is the Active 
Player and performs the following phases in order:

1)  Reinforcements Phase (2.0) 

2) Leader Phase (5.0)

3) Movement Phase (3.0)

4) Battle Phase (4.0)

5) Draw Phase (6.0)

Note: While the Leader Phase happens before the Movement  
Phase and Battle Phase, the rules for the Leader Phase are 
taught last since it is first necessary to understand basic 
movement and battles.

Note: If the Vikings or the English have no Leaders on the 
board, they skip the Leader Phase. The English will not have 
a Leader available to them until Alfred the Great enters the 
game during the Fifth Round (2.1.1).

 GAME PLAY 
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2.0 Viking Reinforcements 

The first (and only the first) Viking Player 
to take their Turn in a Round draws the top 
Invasion Card to reveal the Viking Leader 
that will be invading this Round. Place the 
listed Units (cubes) on the Invasion Card and 
place the matching Leader next to the Card. 
Only the first Viking Player to take their 
Turn in a Round draws an Invasion Card.

Note: The first Round’s Invasion Card ‘A’ is 
placed during setup, so no Invasion Card 
needs to be drawn the first Turn.

Invasion Card ‘B’ #04 has no matching Leader 
and no Leader will invade the Turn it is drawn. 
Instead, the card provides Reinforcement 
Units that may be placed with any Viking 
Leader Stand or in any Shire along the coast 
with a Viking Control Marker on it.

Each faction has a limited supply of Units 
in its Reinforcement Stockpile. If a Viking 
player does not have enough Units in their 
Reinforcement Stockpile, they place all of 
their remaining Units.

2.1 English Reinforcements 

Some Shires on the map have Reinforcement 
Cities that show how many reinforcements 
are placed in the Shire. The Active Player 
places one of their colored Units in the Shire 
for each of their colored Units pictured. If the 
Shire is controlled by the Vikings, no Units 
may be placed in the Shire.

Ex: During the English Housecarl 
player’s Reinforcements Phase, 
she places  2 blue Units in 
UINTANCÆSTIR (Winchester).

If an English player does not have enough Reinforcements 
to place, they may decide in which Shires reinforcements 
are not placed.

2.1.1 Alfred The Great 

The first English player to take their Turn 
during the 5th Round gains Alfred the Great. 
Place the Leader in any Reinforcement City 
that is not controlled by the Vikings.  Place 
his Card next to the English players along 
with the listed number of Units on the card.

Reinforcements
Invasion Card

Leader’s
Invasion Card

Leader

Reinforcement
City

2.2 Fled Units 

In addition to placing Reinforcements, 
any of the Active Player’s Units located 
in the Fled Units Space re-enter play.

Viking Fled Units may be placed on any 
Invasion Card that is in play or in any 
Shire with a Viking Control Marker that 
is on a coast. 

English Fled Units may be placed on Alfred the Great’s 
Card or in any Shire with a Reinforcement City that is not 
controlled by the Vikings.

If the Active Player controls no Cities or Leader / Invasion 
Cards to place their Fled Units, the Units stay in the Fled 
Units Space.

2.3 Play Movement Card

At the end of their Reinforcement Phase, the Active Player 
must play one (and only one) Movement Card. 

Fled Unit Space

It is Round 3 and the Norsemen player is the first 
Viking player to have his Turn Marker drawn, so 
he draws the top Invasion Card (no more Invasion 
Cards will be drawn this Round). Ivar the Boneless is 
drawn. The Norsemen player places the listed Units 
on the Invasion Card, 14 Norsemen and 6 Berserker, 
and finds the matching Leader Stand. He has 2 fled 
Norse Units in the Fled Unit Space, so he decides to 
add these to Ivar’s Invasion Card.

Viking Reinforcements Example

 REINFORCEMENT PHASE 
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3.0  Armies 

Armies are formed from 
Units in the same 
 Shire. An Army can 
be formed with Units 
from factions of the 
same side. A player can 
include all or some of 
the Units, but at least 1 
Unit in the Army must 
belong to the Active 
Player. The Active Player 
can then move the Army.

Ex: The Active English Thegn  Player (Green) forms an Army in 
Shire B (below) that includes 4 Housecarl    and 1 Thegn   . He 
moves all of these Units together as an Army to Shire C.

3.1 Movement Card 

Movement Cards allow armies to move by land from one 
Shire to the next. Armies are moved by the Active Player as 
permitted by the Movement Card he played.

Each Movement Card shows two numbers on the left side. 
The top number is the maximum number of armies the 
Active Player may move. The bottom number is how many 
Shires each Army may move. An Army, including any of its 
Units, may only be moved once during a Turn.

Berserker
Movement Card

Number of 
Armies that 
may move

Number of 
Shires each 
Army may 

move.

Card
Number

Ex: For the red Movement Card shown, the Berserker Active 
Player may move up to two different Armies up to four 
Shires each. 

Armies are moved from Shire to Shire, across white Shire 
boundaries. An Army must stop if it enters a Shire occupied 
by enemy Units. Armies cannot drop off or pick up Units 
while moving. Units may not move multiple times with 
different armies or Leaders.

A player does not need to move the 
full number of Armies indicated on the 
Movement Card or use all the allowed 
movement for each Army.

3.2 Marsh Shires 

Armies may not enter Marsh Shires.

3.3 Leaders 

All Units on a Leader’s Invasion Card form 
one Army and are represented by a Leader on 
the Map. A Leader is moved like ‘Leaderless’ 
armies and counts towards the number of 
armies that the played Movement Card allows 
the player to move. However, Leaders must 
be moved before all other armies during the 
Leader Phase and have some additional rules 
that are covered in section 5.0.

Marsh Shire

 MOVEMENT PHASE 

A

D
G

B
E

F

C

III

II

I

G because there is no blue Housecarl Unit  in the Army.

Now that all army moves have been completed, the Active 
Player moves on to the Battle Phase.

Movement Example

It is the beginning of a new Round and the Housecarl 
(blue) player’s Turn Cube is the first one drawn. 
During the Reinforcement Phase, she places her blue 
Reinforcements on the board which include 1 blue 
Unit  in Shire B. She also places 1 blue fled Unit  in 
Shire B. She then plays a Movement Card that allows 3 
Armies to move up to 2 Shires each. 

She forms an Army of 5 Units in Shire B and moves 
them into Shire C. Notice that three Units were not 
included in the Army and were left behind in Shire B.

She then forms a second Army in Shire A and moves it into Shire 
B and then into Shire C, using both of the army’s allowed moves.

Lastly, she forms a third Army in Shire D and moves it into Shire 
E and then into Shire F. Notice that the green Unit  in Shire E 
cannot be added to the Army moving through the Shire.

Note: Each of these armies includes at least one blue Housecarl 
Unit  . The Housecarl player is not able to move the Army from 
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4.0 Battles 

A battle occurs when opposing Armies occupy the same 
Shire. If there are multiple battles, the Active Player chooses 
the order in which the battles are resolved.

The Active Player’s side is the attacker, and their opponents 
are the defenders. The defenders have the initiative, and 
simultaneously roll their Battle Dice, applying the results. If 
Units of both sides remain in the battle, the attacking players 
simultaneously roll their Battle Dice and apply the results. 
The battle continues, alternating back and forth, until only 
one side remains in the Shire.

Each faction’s controlling player rolls their own Battle Dice 
and makes decisions for their own Units. Each player rolls a 
number of Battle Dice corresponding to the number of their 
Units present in the battle. The maximum number of dice 
that may be rolled is limited by the number of dice a 
faction possesses.

Ex: The English Housecarl (blue) may roll up to 2 dice, 
whereas the English Thegn (green) may roll up to 3 dice.

4.2 Battle Dice Results    

Each faction’s Battle Dice have a unique combination of Hit, 
Flee, and Command faces.

Faction Dice Faces
Vikings
Norsemen
3 Dice       
Berserkers
2 Dice       
English
Housecarl
2 Dice       
Thegn
3 Dice       

4.2.1 Hit Result 

When a Hit die face is rolled, an opponent’s Unit 
is removed from the battle and placed into their 
Reinforcement Stockpile. The opponents decide 
among themselves which Unit to remove if Units 
from more than one faction are present in the battle.

4.2.2 Flee Result 

When a Flee die face is rolled, that faction’s player 
removes one of their own Units from the battle and 
places it into the Fled Units Space.

4.2.3 Command Result 

When a Command die face is rolled, that faction’s 
player may decide to move one of their own Units 
out of the current battle. This Unit may move 
into any adjacent Shire that contains Units from 
their side or a City that they control. An adjacent 
Shire that contains both friendly and enemy Units 
(an upcoming battle) may be moved into using a 
Command result.

Hit and Flee results are resolved first, then Command 
results.

4.3 Berserkers 

If the Viking players receive a Hit during the first Round 
of a new battle, they must remove a Berserker Unit first. 
A Berserker does not have to be removed during future 
roles of that battle.

Note: Berserkers were fearsome warriors protected by 
‘magic’ and  would charge into combat with little regard for 
their own lives.

4.4 Cities 

Some Shires contain Cities that start under 
English Control. If Viking Units occupy the 
Shire, the Viking players take the Viking Control 
Marker from the lowest numbered space on 
the Victory Track and place it on the City. If the 
Shire becomes empty or is occupied by English 
Units, the Viking Control Marker is removed 
and placed onto the highest numbered empty 
space of the Victory Track.

Control of the Cities determines victory in the game (6.0).

4.5 The Fyrd 

If the English are defending a Shire that 
contains a City, they draw one Fyrd card. 
The card indicates the number of yellow 
Fyrd Units that are added to the English side 
of the battle. 

The Fyrd rolls his own Battle Dice. At the 
end of each battle, any remaining Fyrd Units 
are removed. When Fyrd Flee, they are 
removed instead of being placed in the Fled 
Unit Space.

Fyrd Units may not use Command results.

 BATTLE PHASE 
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Battle Example
The Viking Norsemen player moved an Army (2 

and 3 ) during the Movement Phase into 
English controlled ÆLMHĀM (Elham). Since the 
English are defending a City, they draw a Fyrd 
card which allow them to place 5 yellow Fyrd 
Units at the beginning of the Battle.

1st English Roll

The defending English roll first. The Housecarl (blue) player rolls 
one of his dice and the Thegn (green) player rolls 2 of her dice. 
Either English player rolls the 2 yellow Fyrd dice. 

Note: Even though the Fyrd have 5 Units in the battle, they can 
only roll a maximum of the two yellow dice available.

The English roll 2 Hit, 2 Flee, and 1 Command. The Vikings must 
remove a Berserker (red) as their first hit Unit (4.3). They then freely 
choose to remove a Norsemen (black) as their second hit Unit.

One Thegn Unit and one Fyrd flee. The fleeing Thegn Unit is placed 
into the Fled Unit Space and the fleeing Fyrd Unit is placed back 
into the Fyrd Reinforcement Stockpile.

The English cannot use the Command result because there are no 
adjacent Shires that contain English Units or a controlled city.

1st Viking Roll

The Berserker player rolls one of her dice and the Norsemen player 
rolls two of his dice for 1 Hit, 1 Flee, and 1 Command.

The English decide to remove a Fyrd Unit so that they can roll a 
maximum number of dice during their next attack. A Norsemen 
Unit Flees to the Fled Unit Space. The remaining Norsemen Unit 
could use the Command result to move into the adjacent Viking 
controlled Shire, but the player chooses not to.

2nd English Roll

Both English players each roll one of their dice and one of them rolls 
two Fyrd dice again, resulting in 1 Hit, 2 Flee, and 1 Command. The 
Vikings choose to remove a Norsemen Unit. Note: A Berserker only 
has to be removed as the first hit on the first English roll.

Two of the Fyrd flee and the English Housecarl Unit cannot use the 
command decision because no adjacent Shires contain an English Unit.

2nd Viking Roll

Only the Berserker player can roll one die since the Norsemen has 
no Units left in the battle. She rolls a Command result and decide 
to move the Berserker Unit to the adjacent Viking controlled Shire 
of THEODFORD (Theoford).

There are no Viking Units left in the battle so the English win! The 
remaining Fyrd Unit is removed from the map.
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Leader Movement and Battles Example
The played movement card allows the Norsemen player to 
move up to two Armies and/or Leader Stands 4 Shires each. 
Ivar may move into any Shire along the North Sea coast.

A

Ivar’s first move is into Shire A, where his invading army 
immediately battles the English occupying the Shire. The 
defending English roll first with two Command results, 
which they cannot execute, because there are no friendly 
adjacent Shires. Ivar eliminates both English in his first roll, 
so the battle does not use up one of his remaining moves. 
He places a Viking Control Marker from the Victory Track 
onto the city. The player decides to remove 2 Norsemen 
Units from Ivar’s Invasion Card and place them in Shire A. 

B

Note: A Viking Unit must be in the Shire to control a city. 

Ivar’s second move is into Shire B where the player decides 
to take the Berserker in Shire B and place it on Ivar’s card.

C
Ivar’s third move is into Shire C where he immediately 
battles the English. He defeats the English but it requires 
more than one Viking roll to defeat them. This uses up Ivar’s 
last remaining movement and he remains in Shire C. The 
player places a Viking Control Marker on the city in Shire C.
The Norsemen player has no more Leader Stands on the 
map, so he moves an Army without a Leader (3.1).

5.0 Leader Armies 

All Units on an Invasion Card form a Leader’s Army that 
is represented by a Leader on the map that matches the 
Invasion Card’s image  and symbol. All Leader Stands 
move and battle during the Leader Phase before 
Armies without Leaders Stands move and battle in the 
Movement and Battle Phases.

5.1 Leader Movement 

A player must have at least one of their Units on a Leader’s 
Invasion Card in order to move the Leader.

A Leader may move Units between his Leader Card and the 
Shire his Leader Army Stand occupies at any time. A Leader 
may drop off and pick up Units before he moves, as he 
moves, or after he moves. Units that moved and are dropped 
off may not be moved again during that Active Player’s turn. 
But these Units may be picked up by another Leader if the 
Leader does not move these Units any further. 

Invading Viking Leaders begin off the map, so the Leader’s 
first move must be into any Shire along the sea coast listed 
on the Leader’s Invasion Card.

Ex: During the first 4 Rounds, Viking invasions may only 
enter from the North Sea, which is separated from the 
English Channel by a blue line.

5.2 Leader Battles   

A Leader Army battles immediately when it moves into a 
Shire with enemy Units. If the Leader Army wins the Battle 
and with moves remaining, it may continue moving. If the 
attacking Leader Army does not eliminate the defenders in 
its first combat roll, then one of the Leader Army’s remaining 
moves, if any, is used. 

Hits against a Leader are removed from his Invasion card. 
If a Leader has no Units left on his Invasion Card, he is 
defeated and his Leader Stand is removed from the game.

 LEADER PHASE 
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6.0 Cards Draw 

At the end of the Active Player’s Turn, they draw their hand 
back up to 3 cards. If there are not enough cards left in the 
Active Player’s Draw Deck, then they draw what remains.

If the Active Player has no Movement Card (i.e., only Event 
Cards) in their hand after they draw, the Active Player must 
show their cards, reshuffle them into their Draw Deck and 
draw 3 new cards. The Active Player must at least have one 
Movement Card in their hand after drawing.

The Active Player’s Turn is now over. A new Turn Cube is drawn 
from the Draw Bag and the next player takes their Turn.

7.0 Game End by Conquest 

If there are ever 14 or more Viking Control Markers on the 
map at the end of any Round, the Vikings automatically win.

If there are ever no Viking Control Markers on the map at 
the end of any Round, the English automatically win.

7.1 Game End by Treaty 

Each Faction has one Truce card that may be played as 
a Movement Card. After it is played, a Truce Card is not 
discarded, but is placed face up beside the map.

The Treaty of Wedmore game end condition is evaluated at 
the end of Rounds 5 through 7.

8.0 Event Cards 

Each faction has unique Event Cards in its deck. Event Cards 
give players special abilities like adding Units to the map, 
affecting  movement,  or  influencing combat. Each 
Event Card states in which phase it may be played. 
The color of the factions whose Turn the card can be played 
in is shown on the edge of the card. Players may play up to 
the two Event Cards they may have in their hand. 

Note: A Faction does not draw new cards until the end of 
its Turn. 

If multiple players want to play cards at the same time, 
the player whose Turn it is decides in what order cards are 
resolved.

6.1 New Round 

If all Turn Cubes have been drawn, the Round is over and the 
game end conditions are checked (7.0). If the game does not 
end, a new Round begins. Move the Round Marker Pawn to 
the next space.

Note: On the fifth Round, the  game may end by treaty 
(7.1) and Alfred the Great enters the game (2.1.1).

The game ends at the end of these Rounds if Truce Cards 
belonging to all Factions of one or both sides have been 
played. 

Ex: In Round 1, the Viking Berserker player (red) played his 
Truce Card. In Round 4, the English Thegn player (green) 
played his Truce Card. In Round 5, the Viking Norsemen 
player (black) is the first to take a Turn and plays his Truce 
Card. Both Viking Factions have now played their Truce 
Cards and the game will end at the end of the current 
Round, after all of the Factions have taken their Turn.

At the end of the game, the Vikings win if there are 9 or 
more Viking Control Markers on the map. If there are fewer 
than 9, the English win.

 DRAW PHASE 

 GAME END & WINNING CONDITION 

 EVENT CARDS 

Phase it may 
be played in

Card Name

Card Effects

Event Card

In which
Faction turns

it may be
played

Card Number

Historical
text

Ex: The Housecarl Player may play the Saxon Navy 
Event Card during the Berserker’s or Norsemen’s 
Movement Phase.
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